COUNCIL OF NORTHERN CAVING CLUBS
Important safety information about using CNCC descriptions and rigging topos
This MUST be read and understood by anyone using a CNCC-provided cave description or rigging topo
These descriptions and rigging topos are provided by the CNCC for use by experienced cavers only in assisting with trip planning and
route-finding on some of the popular sporting routes in our region. They are not exhaustive, they do not cover every passage or
feature, and details may have been greatly simplified to try to keep them concise and clear.
Great efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the information. Nonetheless, there are likely to be errors and
(over time) an increasing number of inaccuracies due to changes in the caves and the replacement of resin anchors. The descriptions
may also contain subjective viewpoints which could be open to misinterpretation. It is entirely incumbent upon all cavers to exercise
appropriate care and caution when going underground using these topos and descriptions, and to have researched the trip from
several other sources. Never make any safety critical decisions based on the information in these descriptions or topos.
Pull through trips must only ever be undertaken by cavers who are confident in finding the lower route out of the cave without a
description, and who understand the extra precautions demanded of such trips (e.g. carrying multiple ropes).
The rope lengths stated in the rigging topos are considered the minimum length required based on average rigging. There may be
errors, or your rigging may use more rope than anticipated. Therefore, it is critical that all ropes that are deployed for use have two
tightened knots in both ends, to mitigate against the risks associated with the ropes not reaching the bottom of pitches.
Difficulty ratings, or ‘grades’ have been omitted from these descriptions. All cavers must make their own informed judgements of
whether the cave is suitable for their capabilities, backed up by thorough research into the nature of the cave from numerous
sources and an understanding of the capabilities of others in your group.
Many in-site ropes and ladders are mentioned throughout the descriptions. These should only ever be considered navigational
markers and not safety critical belays. The CNCC does not install or maintain any fixed aids in caves other than the resin anchors
shown on the topos. Never trust your safety to a rope or ladder which is left in a cave. For resin anchors you must understand the
importance of belaying your rope to multiple anchors, including full traverse ropes leading to pitches, and always performing a preuse inspection on every anchor. If any resin anchor shows movement, or fracturing in the nearby rock, it must not be used.
Rigging must always be performed to avoid any rub points or other hazards. Rigging exactly as depicted in the rigging topos does not
guarantee a rub-free descent; this must be assessed and ensured by each individual caver on each pitch in every cave.
Many caves which are susceptible to danger from flooding have been highlighted in the descriptions. However, all caves, even
typically dry ones, can flood in various circumstances, and it is therefore critical that the experienced caver using these descriptions
makes their own judgement based on experience, extensive research and weather forecasts. Decisions to descend any cave after or
during wet weather, or when wet weather is forecast, should be made based on an informed judgement backed up by thorough
research from multiple sources. The critical moto which should be adhered to is “If in doubt, stay out!”
Although warnings are provided where there are some specific known hazards, the absence of a warning does not indicate that
there are no hazards. Caves can (and do) change over time. Furthermore, the CNCC does not perform routine inspections or surveys
of caves to look for specific hazards (e.g. loose rocks). All cavers are strongly advised to view the webpage on the CNCC website for
their chosen cave to check for any warnings that have come to our attention. Experienced cavers using these descriptions must
make their own evaluations for hazards throughout the duration of their trip and act appropriately to mitigate any risks.
Neither the author of the descriptions/topos or the CNCC will accept any responsibility for any damage, injury or loss (however
caused) resulting from the use, misuse or misinterpretation of information in these cave descriptions or rigging topos.
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THE LECK FELL MASTER CAVE SYSTEM

July 2018

This description covers:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Lost Johns Ca e
Boxhead Pot
It s a C a ke (although a secondary, more
detailed description is also available on the
CNCC website via the rigging topo)
Cupcake
Death s Head Hole
Notts II

These separate potholes are all excellent as standalone
trips, but they also merge at the Leck Fell Master Cave,
meaning exchange trips are possible between them.
This description is intended to provide navigation from
each entrance, via the classic sporting routes, to Lyle
Cavern. This is the central point where all routes
ultimately converge above the most upstream
navigable point in the Master Cave.
Simply print out the descriptions of the entrances that
you are planning to visit.
Outward navigation can be achieved by following a
description in reverse, although a brief summary of
each outward route is included at the end.

Other entrances:
Lost Johns Ca e, Bo head Pot, It s a C a ke , Cup ake, Death s Head Hole a d Notts II are certainly not the only entrances that can be used to
reach the Master Cave. Voldemort Hole drops into the Notts II streamway, Rumbling Hole can also be used to access the downstream section of
the Main Drain and Big Meanie/Long Drop Cave can be used to ea h the otto of Death s Head Hole. However, these caves have (for now) been
o itted f o this aste do u e t fo si pli it . Volde o t Hole is ot a ho ed a d is loose a d a el isited. The ‘u ling Hole connection
is very wet and torturous and rarely passable, a d Big Mea ie/Lo g D op a e o e f e ue tl do e just as a e ha ge ith Death s Head Hole as
a standalone trip. Instead, these potholes may have their own separate description on the CNCC website.
Below; Tube-map representation of the system (not to scale; intended as a very simplistic overview only).
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LOST JOHNS CAVE
Lost Johns Cave (arguably called Lost John s Cave) is one of the most
popular multi-route SRT trips in the Yorkshire Dales.
The cave is passable in averagely wet conditions via the Dome and
Centipede routes, although Monastery route requires low water. In
very wet conditions the entrance can become hazardous and the
Master Cave should be treated with caution.
Centipede and Dome unite at Dome Junction for some final shared
pitches leading to the Leck Fell Master Cave. A third route, Monastery,
follows the water as far as Sink Chamber where the water sumps before
entering the lower section of the cave near Valhalla. This is an excellent
standalone trip but can only be connected to Dome route via a few extra
pitches up, which must be pre-rigged from the Dome side.
From the Master Cave, a route downstream connects ith Death s Head
Hole. Upstream leads to Lyle Cavern, which is a fine end to any Lost
Johns trip, or the start of a route out via Boxhead/Cracker/Notts
II/Cupcake or (for the more adventurous) Voldemort.
Parking: Park at the first layby on Leck Fell, 700m after the cattle grid.
How to find: Grid reference: SD 67075 78632
From the layby, walk back down the road for 100m to the first field boundary wall on the left. Lost Johns Cave is found in the enclosure through
the gate and only approximately 25m away from the gate. It is a splendid limestone canyon vanishing into tantalising darkness.
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o

No the

Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC e site ou tes of CNCC Te h i al G oup .

Navigation from surface to the start of each route:
Follow the stream underground through a winding canyon passage. Approximately 100m into the cave an inlet on the left is passed. This is easily
missed on the way in (no problem!) but easily taken on the way out due to the acute angle of the junction… take ote!
Follow the water downstream in an excellent passage. The water soon falls down cascades towards Monastery route.
Just back from the cascades (and near a small inlet from the roof), some obvious ledges allow a traverse over the cascades. This soon develops
quite a deep hole below (care!) but thankfully the ledges remain broad and plentiful. The traverse ends with a step into a dry walking passage. This
passage soon reaches three holes in the floor. The first hole is the first 5m pitch of Dome route. Continuing over the holes to the end of the
passage reaches Centipede route, which offers the simplest ropework and is often used for training of novice cavers.
Monastery navigation:
This is the wet route in Lost Johns Cave and requires dry and settled conditions. Note that this route can only be connected to the lower pitches
beyond Dome Junction (and the Master Cave) if Dome route is rigged through to Sink Chamber (which is not part of the conventional Dome route
to the Master Cave). If this is not rigged, then Monastery route must be treated as a totally standalone trip terminating at Sink Chamber. This is
nonetheless a very worthy trip and a good way to get away from other caver traffic in the system.
Follow the water down the cascades and then downstream. Soon an obvious traverse leads high above the stream to a short dry passage leading
to Hampstead Heath pitch. The stream is regained at the bottom of this pitch and should be traversed above (a very exposed traverse indeed) to
the head of Monastery pitch, which can be descended either directly (extremely wet) or preferably by swinging into a dry side passage a short
distance down, which leads to a much drier hang down the pitch.
Following the water again, Piscine pitch is reached via a short traverse, and then Pinnacle pitch which is broken into two sections by a broad ledge
half way down. At the bottom, Sink Chamber is entered where the water disappears into sumped bedding (not free-divable) and later emerges at
Battleaxe traverse, after the Dome/Centipede routes have converged.
If exploring Monastery route as a standalone trip, this is the end. However, if a second group have rigged Dome route down to Sink Chamber to
allow an exchange, you can now ascend this rope to Shale Cavern where another short pitch up leads to the very bottom of Dome Pitch. This can
be followed up to exit the cave and complete the exchange. Alternatively, approximately 10m up this pitch, a passage leads off to Dome Junction
and the lower sections of the cave. Depending on your rigging arrangements with the Dome team, it may be possible to swing in, or it may be
necessary to ascend Dome pitch and then return down a second rope which is pulled towards this passage by a deviation.
If performing a Dome-Monastery exchange trip with both groups continuing onwards to the lower cave, EITHER the team derigging Dome must
take a short detour to the bottom of Dome Pitch to derig the Shale Caverns pitches after the group ascending Monastery have commenced their
outward journey OR the team exiting Monastery must pull-through on these pitches (not ideal anchor positions for this). Either way, very clear
and careful communication of the plan is necessary to avoid ropes (or worse, cavers) getting left behind.
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Dome navigation:
Dome route is a slightly more technically challenging route than Centipede. The first pitch is a short drop down the first hole of the dry traverse
beyond the start of Monastery route as described above. Then another very short pitch (Vestry, free climbable with care) leads to Cathedral pitch.
The traverse line for this larger and fine pitch is belayed initially from a natural, and a deviation part way down from a featu e k o as The
Pulpit i -keeping with the church theme) completes the descent. Finally, a short climb reaches the head of Dome pitch. This can be rigged in one
of two ways depending on whether an exchange with a group on Monastery route is required:
For connection to Monastery route: A full direct descent of Dome pitch must be made (no deviation). Downstream at the bottom of this pitch
leads to a short pitch at Shale Cavern and then a final pitch into Sink Chamber, where the rope from Monastery also enters. If a team is descending
from Monastery, the Dome team will need to rig these pitches for them to allow connection of the two routes.
For connection to Centipede route and onwards towards Valhalla: A deviation 10m down assists with access to a side passage a little further
down the shaft (approximately 10m up from the bottom). You will need to swing into this and belay to an anchor to avoid losing the rope for the
return journey. Following this side passage a short distance reaches a short pitch dropping into Dome Junction. The route from Centipede enters
here from a climb down onto the shelf opposite.
Centipede navigation:
Centipede route offers no navigational issues and has three fine and easy pitches in quick succession, each of increasing length. At the bottom of
the third pitch follow the continuing passage for 50m to a couple of easy climbs down. An intersection is then reached (Dome Junction); the main
passage continues to the right towards Valhalla, but a metre or two to the left (an apparent dead end) the route from Dome enters from above.
Dome Junction to Leck Fell Master Cave:
From Dome Junction, where Centipede and Dome routes unite, the ongoing passage descends a few easy climbs to a traverse over the top of a
pothole (no rope needed). Shortly after, Candle and Shistol pitches follow in quick succession. Beyond these short pitches, the passage reaches a
ledge with the Battleaxe streamway below, where a traverse rope should commence. The way on is to the left, staying high up along Battleaxe
traverse. This famous, and in places, holdless traverse has a large drop below and will test the nerve of the rigger.
Approximately five anchors along the traverse, (about half way in distance), a wet descent of the pitch can be made via several rebelays. However,
the most weatherproof and by far enjoyable route is to complete Battleaxe Traverse to the end, where the splendid 40m Valhalla pitch
commences a single drop descent. Careful positioning of the Y-hang is needed here to avoid rope rub on the constriction at the top.
Below Valhalla pitch continue downstream. A traverse above the stream commences on a right bend at a pit in the floor. This traverse leads
around to the right and rises up and then falls before the final (and sometimes quite wet) pitch. From the bottom of this pitch the water should be
followed for a few minutes through some easy winding passage to reach Groundsheet Junction in the Leck Fell Master Cave. Take note of the
water levels at the bottom of this final pitch and as you approach the Master Cave; do not continue if you have any concerns.
Groundsheet Junctio to the Death s Head Hole (or Rumbling Hole) connection:
Downstream (right) from
Groundsheet Junction passes a 3m
climb up into the Rumbling Hole
inlet after about 300m. The route
continues downstream eventually
into very deep canals and swims to
eventually (before the final sump)
reach the climb/pitch up to the
Death s Head Hole inlet, where a
route out via Death s Head Hole is
possible (if rigged). This is not a trip
to be taken lightly and additional
research is essential.

Groundsheet Junction to Lyle Cavern for connection to Boxhead Pot, Cracker, Notts II, Voldemort Hole or Cupcake:
Upstream (left) from Groundsheet Junction is some excellent stream passage, walking for a few hundred metres, and then lowering to a stoop just
before an ascent up a slope of boulders (potentially unstable; care) into the massive Lyle Cavern. Most cavers on a return trip down Lost Johns
Cave have a celebratory snack and turn around here for the outward journey.
Those planning to exchange with a group in Boxhead Pot o It s a Cracker have a choice to two routes out from here, depending on what has been
arranged (Tate Galleries or The Tube), and those heading onto Notts II (including Voldemort Hole/Cupcake) must ascend to the top of Lyle Cavern
to continue their onward journey (rope usually in place to demonstrate this route, but you should have pre-rigged your own).
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NOTTS II (via Iron Kiln/Committee Pot)
Notts II is part of the Notts Pot system and was discovered by diving.
The surface entrance subsequently dug into it is called Iron Kiln or
Committee Pot. However, as was inevitable with time, the surface
e tra e has si ply e o e k o
as Notts II . Notts II is a highly
accessible well decorated system. Leaders of groups (particularly less
experienced cavers) are urged to discuss cave conservation before
descending as there are numerous vulnerable formations.
Although passable in most weather, the Notts II streamway can become
hazardous in very wet conditions.
Parking:
Park at the first major layby on Leck Fell, 700m after the cattle grid.
Alternatively, in dry weather only (so as not to churn up the ground) a
few cars can be parked on the verge (tight against the wall) either side of
the cattle grid. PLEASE leave plenty of space and do not block access;
remember that the farmer at Leck Fell House needs to be able to get up
the road with agricultural vehicles and trailers at all times of day.
How to find:
Grid reference: SD 6667 7831
From the layby, walk back down the road to the cattle grid. Through the gate, and Notts II (Iron Kiln/Committee Pot entrance) is located at the
bottom left of the large, deep elongated hole only 30m directly ahead. The entrance is a concrete structure with manhole lid.
Rigging:
No tackle is required for Notts II alone, although a belay rope for the scaffold entrance climbs should be considered for less experienced cavers.
Navigation (classic sightseeing trip):
The entrance involves ~50m of descent through a scaffolded shaft, broken by several ledges. This is a true feat of caver engineering. You must
remain vigilant throughout for loose blocks, dislodged shoring, rotten timbers etc. Descend/ascend a safe distance apart.
The scaffolded shaft eventually ends, and a short flat out gritty crawl leads to the top of a rift which must be traversed over and then climbed
down. There are a few jammed bars and an assortment of in-situ ropes to demonstrate the route (the in-situ ropes should not be trusted as a safe
belay). From the bottom, the obvious passage can be followed via a few easy climbs down into a large (and potentially drippy) chamber with a 5m
deep spacious shored hole leading enticingly downwards. Climb down to a junction. Go left (downslope) and follow the main route down a few
easy climbs and onwards in the most obvious large passages to eventually reach the main streamway.
Downstream, the passage meanders pleasantly for some distance before arriving at a 2m climbable cascade into a large chamber. Across this
chamber the water disappears into a low bedding under the wall and eventually sumps.
Upstream, the passage meanders as a sinuous canyon for a considerable distance, passing under various jammed blocks and excellent high-level
formations (many of which are hidden from view from below). Eventually, the canyon ends at a bridge of jammed blocks and emerges dramatically
into a splendid 4m wide and very tall river passage. Continue to follow the magnificent passage through a few knee-deep pools (passing yet more
inlets). Continuing along the main route, some excellent formations are then encountered. Eventually however, the passage starts to narrow and
become muddier (but still well decorated; great care). Many cavers tend to turn around as the formations run out and the mud increases.
A downstream/upstream trip as reported above is a splendid short trip and a great first introduction to Notts II.
The more curious caver will thoroughly enjoy sourcing a more detailed description of all the various inlets (see Northern Caves, The Three Counties
System and the North West, Sam Allshorn and Paul Swire, 2017) and going back to explore the system further; there is lots more to see and a
myriad of exchange trips possible for those with sufficient cavers to split into two groups.

Navigation from Notts II to Lyle Cavern/Master Cave (passing via the routes coming in from Cupcake):
A note of caution:
The connection of Notts II to Lost Johns , dug in 2011, allows access to the galleries above Lyle Cavern without ropes and thus an exchange option
with Boxhead Pot, Lost Johns o Deaths Head Hole. The o e tio was a substantial dig and as such involves ~200m of tight and arduous caving.
A Lost Johns pull-through trip, exiting via Notts II is becoming increasingly popular. Be aware however that this must involve a prior trip to pre-rig
the Lyle Cavern pitches (to avoid relying on the unmaintained in-situ SRT rope). Also, navigation is much easier from the Notts II side and so a prior
recce trip of the connection passages from the Notts II side as far as Lyle Cavern is recommended before committing to any pull through trips down
Lost Johns . Finally, if pulling through on Lost Johns e e e ou must not pull through down Monastery route (the wet route) as this has a few
up pitches between Shale Cavern and Dome. Centipede is probably the only route that is sensibly compatible with a pull-through.
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Head upstream upon joining the main Notts II stream (see description above). Continue past Showerbath Inlet where a small stream enters high on
the left and sprays into the streamway. Continue upstream for almost the same distance again. The stream canyon begins to widen and on the left
is the large Sir Digby Spode s Inlet. It may have an in-situ rope to help identify this. After an easy 3m climb up, follow the passage as it curves to the
left, passing Cou t Lazlo St oga off s A en on the right. The walking passage then abruptly ends at a crawl through a drained sump (Bruno
K a ski s ‘isi g Su p marking the start of the connection through to Lost Johns Ca e.
Note; Cou t Lazlo Stroga off’s A e is the fi al pit h of Cup ake, a alter ati e esoteri (a d ery hard work and muddy) SRT pothole on Leck Fell,
the entrance to which is located only 50m from Notts II entrance. See separate description for this route.
What follows is approximately 150m of grovelling gravelly crawls and tight climbs. There is no obvious way to go wrong, simply follow the only
anthropic passage. Wider shouldered cavers may have difficulty in some of the climbs.
A final series of very tight climbs up calcited tubes (look behind and above as you exit each tube for the next one) leads to a belly flop into a smaller
chamber. Continue downwards into a larger chamber. At the centre, at the bottom of rocky slopes, slide down and find the way on as a smooth
climb on the right. Do not be tempted to continue straight on into a bouldery muddy dig.
The smooth climb deposits you in a large passage; part of The Tate Galleries. Following this over some easy traverses brings you to a large
decorated junction (shown just to the left of the Lyle Cavern intersection on the tube map below).

Towards Boxhead Pot/Cracker via Cresta Run:
To the right is Avens Passage, the route to Boxhead Pot/Cracker. This passes over a pile of blocks and via an aven to eventually pass an easily
missed hole in the floor amongst blocks. This is the top of a long spiralling climb down to the lower passages of Boxhead Pot. This has a chunky insitu rope handline but rigging an SRT rope is recommended. See the Boxhead Pot route description in reverse from this point for navigation back to
the bottom of Boxhead Pot or Cracker (this navigation is a little complex). A op of the Not fo the Fai t Hea ted des iptio is also useful. A
route out Cracker/Boxhead via The Tube is also possible in dry conditions; proceed to Lyle Cavern as below.
Towards Lost Johns /Death s Head:
Go left/straight on at the junction mentioned above. This leads into Helictite Rift which should be followed via an aven to a traverse followed by a
series of climbs down to soon reach the 25m pitch into the top of Lyle Cavern (an in-situ rope is usually here to confirm you are in the right place
but of course you should rig your own; 35m rope required).
A further short pitch/climb (again, in-situ rope to demonstrate the route, but your own 10 m rope required) leads down Lyle Cavern.
At the bottom, down through blocks leads into the Master Cave streamway where a short section of crawling/stooping downstream is required.
The streamway opens out to magnificent walking proportions and soon Groundsheet Junction is reached, an inlet passage on the right, leading to
the bottom of Lost Johns Cave. Alternatively continue downstream for several hundred metres to a series of long and very deep sections (neck
deep in places) to where the oute f o Death s Head Hole e te s f o a shelf a o e.
Alternatively, at the bottom of the Lyle Cavern boulders, a climb up a chute leads towards The Tube, a wet and tight route which leads after only
about 20-30 minutes to the very bottom of Boxhead Pot/Cracker. The Not for the Faint Hearted description covers this route in more detail.
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CUPCAKE
Cupcake, ofte
istake ly alled The Cup ake which refers to a distinctive
shaped formation), was opened in 2011 and provides an esoteric route down
into the Notts II system. Cupcake is a muddy, arduous route with vulnerably
positioned formations. It is definitely not a quick or easy route to the Master
Cave or a trip for novices There are many tight squeezes and slippery climbs
and several sections become impassable in wet conditions. Extreme care is
needed to avoid damage to this delicate pothole.
Parking:
Park at the first major layby on Leck Fell, 700m after the cattle grid.
Alternatively, in dry weather only (so as not to churn up the ground) a few cars
can be parked on the verge (tight against the wall) either side of the cattle
grid. PLEASE leave plenty of space and do not block access; remember that the
farmer at Leck Fell House needs to be able to get up the road with agricultural
vehicles and trailers at all times of day.
How to find: Grid reference: SD 6672 7842
From the layby, walk back down the road to the cattle grid. Through the gate,
go left and follow the wall towards the corner of the field. The entrance hatch
is located about 6m from the left wall as you near the corner of the field.
Rigging:
The rigging guide, courtesy of the CNCC Anchor Scheme, is included on the CNCC website. Note that there are a fe up pitches on the
downward route. These usually have ropes in-situ, however, as these ropes are not maintained, they should only be used as navigational
markers. You should consider carefully how best to install your own safe ropes on these pitches; climbing equipment may assist.
Navigation:
The entrance pitch lands on blocks, where a further shored shaft can be climbed down (a second shored shaft drops to a dead end). A crawl
leading away from the bottom of the shaft soon passes the fa ous Cup ake fo atio , a al ite olla d of ake resemblance. At the end of the
crawl, Splashdown pitch is reached dropping into a reasonably roomy chamber (Pool Chamber). There is a small inlet with formations in Pool
Chamber that should not be entered as it gets too tight and entering would cause damage.
Climb up out of Pool Chamber and down a 4m chimney into a rift passage which leads towards Mud Pitch (the passage continuing onwards over
the top of the chimney should not be used to avoid damage to formations).
Beyond here, it is necessary to ASCEND Limbo Pitch. There may be an in-situ rope here to demonstrate the intended route, however, it will be
necessary to chimney up a narrow rift just past the pitch, to reach the top where your own rope can be rigged only a few metres away.
The way on is away from the pitch, along some easy traverses, and generally keep left to avoid damage to formations. After a section of crawling
and walking between formations (EXTREME CARE PLEASE) the passage degenerates into Sludge Crawl. This is a wet and gritty low crawl which
ends at Slither Aven, which is rigged with a traverse then a drop to a balcony and then a final 20m pitch with a deviation.
From the bottom of Slither Aven, two routes lead off; take the route going directly away from Slither Aven, through a gap between boulders (the
other route drafts but becomes gradually too tight). Ignore the blind hole in the floor and traverse over it to the right into a rift passage. This rift
passage continues with various climbs up and down and some tighter sections, ending at a tight squeeze called Be dall s Dile
a.
Be o d Be dall s Dile

a a al ite slope (handline useful) descends into Hubert Carstairs II, a large block-strewn chamber.

At the end of the chamber, ascend blocks to reach some fine mud towers and then descend blocks to another chamber, Hubert Carstairs I. A rift on
the right leads to two short ASCENDING pitches. There are usually in-situ ropes to facilitate identification of these, however, it is up to the caving
team to identify a suitable way to install your own safe belay. These are not easily climbable.
At the top of the pitches, the passage really starts to get interesting and removal of SRT kit is recommended. Easy crawling leads to a gradual
narrowing/lowering and about 30 minutes of arduous caving involving a tight muddy U-bend, the Inverse Superman Squeeze (a tight sideways
squeeze in a narrow rift) and finally The Horse Trough, a 2m long bailable duck which may sump in wet weather.
The crawls and squeezes end at Breakthrough Pitch, a handline descent in a rift which must be departed 4m down into an obvious crawl rather
than continuing to the very bottom.
Follow the most obvious route (ignoring inlet on right), with more flat-out crawling, to eventually cross over the top of a rift and then reach a
chimney down to the tight pit h head of Cou t Lazlo St oga off s A e . This is a multi-ledged pit h la di g i Si Dig Spode s I let of Notts II. I
one direction the drop to the main Notts II streamway is encountered; and in the other direction the passage reduces in size and reaches Bruno
K a ski s ‘isi g Su p, which is the route towards Lyle Cavern and Lost Johns Ca e/Bo head Pot/C a ke (see Notts II description).
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BOXHEAD POT
Boxhead Pot can be descended via the Kendal Flyover in fairly wet
conditions, but in such conditions, it is an intimidating place with
lots of spray. In extremely wet conditions it would be unwise to
descend as the entrance pitch becomes hazardous. The onward
route to Lyle Cavern via the Cresta Run/Tate Galleries is also
passable in moderately wet weather; However the route via The
Tube requires extremely dry conditions indeed.
Parking:
Park at the first major layby on Leck Fell, 700m after the cattle grid.
How to find: Grid reference: SD 67090 78360
From the layby, walk back down the road for 100m to the first field
boundary wall on the left. Lost John s Ca e is fou d i the e losu e
through the gate and only approximately 25m away from the gate.
From Lost John s Cave, take the bearing 195° across the fell (roughly
diagonally across the fell bearing slightly more away from the road)
for 250m. An enormous fenced hole (Lost Pot) is easily located, and
Boxhead Pot is in a smaller shakehole just beyond and to the right of
this, with a plastic pipe emerging at the bottom.
Rigging:
The iggi g topo f o No the Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC e site ou tes of CNCC Te h i al G oup . Boxhead Pot is also fitted with
additional IC anchors and a secondary rigging topo is available on the CNCC website courtesy of the IC anchor team.
For all routes in Boxhead Pot, a se o dar des riptio , fro

the e elle t ook Not for the Fai t Hearted Mike Cooper is re o

e ded

Route to Lyle Cavern via the Cresta Run/Tate Galleries:
This is an excellent and thoroughly enjoyable route to connect Boxhead Pot to Lost Johns , Death s Head Hole o Notts II, i ol i g ple t of a ied
horizontal caving to provide a contrast to the predominantly SRT-orientated entrances.
The rope for the first pitch starts at the top of the pipe. The pipe opens directly onto an impressive 26m descent down the middle of a large
chamber with a Y-hang rebelay on a shelf where the pipe ends (you will usually know by this point if the cave is too wet). There is an optional
deviation 3m down for wet conditions and a deviation or rebelay at the large shelf 18m down to position the rope for the final 8m descent.
A short scramble down a boulder slope then reaches the main Boxhead pitch, a stunning 70m deep hole!
The boulder slope on approach to this pitch are loose. It is critical that while anyone is descending the pitch, the party above stay still and well
away from the edge to avoid dislodging any rocks onto your companions below.
To reach the ledge where the Cresta Run commences (which is several metres above the very bottom), it is necessary to rig via the Kendal Flyover
route rather than the direct descent. Two deviations near the top of the shaft pull away from the water. Approximately 20m down the shaft, swing
into a wide rift where the rope can be belayed to commence a 4m exposed traverse along the rift to a Y-hang, and another 25m drop to a bridge of
jammed blocks. Another traverse then facilitates the penultimate drop to a large broad ledge.
At this ledge, a rocky crawl at floor level just below the rope (slightly hidden behind a block) is the start of two hours of horizontal caving in the
Kendal Extensions to Lyle Cavern via the Cresta Run and the Tate Galleries.
Note: at the end of this ledge a final pitch ( here It’s a Cra ker e ters fro NPC A e a ove) reaches the very bottom of Boxhead Pot in a parallel
aven to where the direct hang route drops in; the route to The Tube is found by following the water, (see separate description below).

Several metres into the rocky crawl a T-junction is reached (this junction is not mentioned in Not for the Faint Hearted as the left branch is a dig
that did t e ist he NFTFH as itte . Go right and follow the obvious crawling passage for a few minutes. At the first of two holes in the floor
(4m), go right and then traverse over the second (10m) hole. This passage continues, keeping right, to a traverse along a muddy keyhole shaped
passage (The Cresta Run). Stay high until a point is reached (at a right bend in the traverse) where it is possible to climb down a very narrow
descending rift on the left. At the time of writing there is an in-situ handline to help identify this awkward drop down.
Continue down the narrow slope into standing water and go left along the (usually static) streamway. This lowers to a crawl and finally to a grim
wet wallow and low unpleasant wet squeeze in the water through blocks. Although unpleasant, this section lasts only a few minutes and you will
soon warm up. You emerge out of the water at a low muddy junction (Fourways Junction). Go straight ahead into a small chamber and follow the
obvious passage via some crawls and a brief traverse to reach a high aven. The route onwards from here is on the shelf immediately on the right as
you enter the aven (and not the more obvious passage continuing beyond).
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This shelf leads into a crawl and to a junction. Go right and through a series of gravel crawls. After a short distance, as the passage starts to enlarge
to stooping height, watch out for a junction coming in on the left (slightly behind you); this easy to miss and is by far the less obvious route,
however, this is the way on. This leads to a crawl ending at the bottom of a long and broken climb up to the Tate Galleries.
This climb starts as a gradual stepped ascent but soon becomes steeper and reaches a particularly challenging and awkward section with minimal
footholds. A chunky in-situ rope here is of tremendous use, but should be treated with considerable caution. Groups with less capable climbers are
advised to take an SRT rope and send this up with the strongest climber to be belayed at the top to enable use of jammers.
At the top of the climb you break out into the excellent large Avens Passage, part of the Tate Galleries; a great relief!
At the top of the climb, follow the large passage for some distance (over a pile of blocks and via a large aven) to a decorated T-junction (going the
wrong way at the top of the climb will soon end with a slippery climb up to another dead end aven).
The formations at this T-Junction and in the ongoing passages are excellent – please take care. Left goes towards the connection with Notts II
(see the Notts II to Lost Johns des iptio . I stead, go right along Helictite Rift which should be followed via an aven to a traverse followed by a
series of climbs down to soon reach the 25m pitch into the top of Lyle Cavern (an in-situ rope is usually here to confirm you are in the right place
but of course you should rig your own; 35m rope required).
A further short pitch/climb (again, in-situ rope to demonstrate the route, but your own 10 m rope required) leads down Lyle Cavern.
At the bottom, down through blocks leads into the Master Cave streamway where a short section of crawling/stooping downstream is required.
The streamway opens out to magnificent walking proportions and soon Groundsheet Junction is reached, an inlet passage on the right, leading to
the bottom of Lost Johns Ca e. Alte ati el o ti ue do st ea fo se e al hu d ed et es to a se ies of lo g a d e y deep sections (neck
deep i pla es to he e the oute f o Death s Head Hole e te s f o a shelf a o e.
Alternatively, at the bottom of the Lyle Cavern boulders, a climb up a chute leads towards The Tube, a wet and tight route which leads after only
about 20-30 minutes to the very bottom of Boxhead Pot. The Not for the Faint Hearted description covers this round trip in excellent detail and
should be considered a far greater authority on the navigation for this trip.

Route to Lyle Cavern directly via The Tube
The Tube carries all the water from Boxhead Pot. It is a tight, technical and wet squeeze and requires very dry conditions.
The Kendal Flyover route may be rigged as detailed above, ignoring the rocky crawl leading towards the Cresta Run, and instead descending the
final pitch at the end of the ledge to the very bottom (It s a Cracker also drops in from NPC Aven above here).
Alternatively, for The Tube route only, Boxhead Pot may be rigged as a direct (single hang) descent down the magnificent shaft. This route may
also be useful if seeking to exit via Notts II in a single team without any pulling down of ropes, as it enables easy derigging of Boxhead later by
simply dropping down the entrance pitch and pulling the rope on the main pitch up without having to actually descend the pitch.
From the bottom of Boxhead, follow the water downstream to a climb down to The Tube, a very tight 5m long flat out section of passage carrying
all the water from Boxhead Pot. After The Tube, about 15 minutes of easier caving in the stream reaches a small step up out of the stream into a
crawl. This enlarges to stooping height before reaching a calcite chute dropping awkwardly into the boulders just below Lyle Cavern.
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IT S A C‘ACKE‘
It s a Cra ker Cra ker for short as ope ed i 2012 from the
surface and provides an alternative and very pleasant, clean SRT
route to the bottom of Boxhead Pot. It intercepts the original
route from Lost Pot, which has now collapsed. Cracker is passable
in reasonably wet conditions, although the pitches will become
noisy and unpleasant.
How to find: Grid reference: SD 67131 78363
Cracker is found in a shakehole about 40m beyond Boxhead Pot.
The entrance is perhaps best described as a wooden u ke .
Rigging and Navigation:
Cracker was one of the first caves to be fitted with IC resin anchors
and the rigging topo which includes a full route description is
available separately on the CNCC website.
The final pitch of Cracker (NPC Aven) drops either directly to the
bottom of Boxhead (where The Tube provides an onward route to
Lyle Cavern) or, via a pendulum, onto the final balcony/ledge of the
Kendal Flyover at the start of the Cresta Run/Tate Galleries route
through to Lyle Cavern.
A simple Boxhead/Cracker exchange provides a splendid, quick and
clean Friday evening SRT trip to start any weekend off well.
For those wanting a longer adventure, see the Boxhead Pot description for details of the onward routes to Lyle Cavern and the Master Cave.
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DEATH S HEAD HOLE
Death s Head Hole as a return trip (i.e. down and up) to the Main
Chamber can be tackled in wet conditions; however, the route on
to the Leck Fell Master Cave and Lyle Cavern, involves neck-deep
water and requires very dry and settled conditions indeed.
Parking:
Park at either of the laybys on Leck Fell. Ideally use the second
layby a few hundred metres before Leck Fell House to help spread
traffic a little (the lower layby is usually busier).
How to find: Grid reference: SD 66787 79163
Death s Head Hole is fou d a out 100m from the left wall as
approaching up the fell as indicated on the map. Do not mistake for
Rumbling Hole, which is an elongated slit with a stream falling in;
Death s Head Hole is app o i atel 500m down the fell in a fenced
enclosure and does not have a surface stream entering.
Rigging:
The iggi g topo f o No the Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC
website (courtesy of CNCC Technical Group).
Navigation:
The Mai Cha er of Death s Head Hole can also be reached from Big Meanie and an exchange trip between these two caves is a popular
choice. Big Mea ie has a ver tight e tra e pit h a d a ause issues for so e avers. Long Drop Cave also connects but requires the bailing
of a su p fro the Death s Head side and is therefore rarely undertaken. The riggi g topo for Big Mea ie is i luded o the Death s Head Hole
topo. The rigging guide and a description for Long Drop Cave is included separately on the CNCC website courtesy of the IC anchor team.
Death s Head Hole is a assi e ope shaft. The rope commences on the surface (usually belayed to a fence post) and takes a traverse down to a
tree. The pitch then descends via up to three rebelays (with a deviation after the third on the final section) to an enormous boulder slope balcony.
Traverse down along the loose boulders to where a Y-hang enables a single short descent to the floor of the Main Chamber.
Route to Lyle Cavern:

This route is not included in rigging guides and is not resin anchored at the time of writing.
For those wishing to continue to the Leck Fell Master Cave, a scaffolded shaft in the floor of the Main Chamber leads via a short pitch (15m rope
required), some crawls and short squeezes into the Death s Head inlet passage. Downstream leads to a junction where the majority of the water
then joins. This continues downstream for 100m to a short pitch (12m rope) dropping into the Leck Fell Master Cave.
Downstream reaches a sump in about 200m; however, upstream passes through several very deep sections (which may require swimming).
Eventually the water depth decreases, and you can follow the fine passage upstream for several hundred metres. Ignore two inlets on the right and
stick to the most obvious route. Eventually (after a very long way) the Lost Johns inlet (Groundsheet Junction) is passed on the left, leading via
100m of easy twisting passage to the bottom of the final pitch of Lost Johns Cave. Continuing upstream for another 150m reaches stooping in the
water and then boulders, where a climb up enters Lyle Cavern and onward routes can be taken towards Boxhead Pot/Cracker or Notts
II/Cupcake/Voldemort Hole (see individual descriptions).
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Summary of Outward Routes from Lyle Cavern to all entrances:
It is anticipated that most groups not exiting by the same route as their entrance (e.g. exchange trips) will navigate out from Lyle Cavern by
following a description in reverse. However, the following provides a very simplified summary of the route from Lyle Cavern to the bottom of each
of the entrance potholes which may help to add some clarity to each of the individual descriptions.
Note: This system is extensive and navigation between the different entrances is far from simple. If performing any kind of pull through or
exchange trip is it strongly recommended to take all necessary precautions to avoid a group ending up stranded down the cave and unable to find
their intended route out; this is particularly true for groups heading out from Lyle Cavern to Boxhead/Cracker/Notts/Cupcake/Voldemort, where
the e a e u e ous ke ju tio s hi h a e easil issed. Multiple descriptions and ideally some prior recce of the route is recommended.
Towards Lost Johns Ca e, Rumbling Hole and Death s Head Hole
At the bottom of Lyle Cavern, down through blocks leads into the Master Cave streamway where a short section of crawling/stooping downstream
is required. The streamway opens out to magnificent walking proportions and soon Groundsheet Junction is reached, an inlet passage on the right,
leading, after an easy stretch of meandering streamway, to the bottom of Lost Johns Ca e.
Alternatively continue downstream. The Rumbling Hole inlet is passed on the right after about 200m (near where the stream passage bends
sharply to the left). This horrific inlet can be used to reach the bottom of Rumbling Hole, but the route is severe and not recommended. Continue
following the main passage downstream for several hundred metres more (ignoring inlets on the left) to a series of long and deep sections (neck
deep or swimming i pla es to he e the oute f o Death s Head Hole e te s f o a shelf a o e on the right. A rope is useful to gain access to
the Death s Head i let a d should ideall ha e ee igged a g oup ith ho ou a e e ha gi g.
Follow the inlet upstream for some distance. E e tuall a ju tio is ea hed a d the a to a ds the otto of Death s Head Hole is the route
which departs the main flow of the water. Another short pitch leads up and eventually the s affolded shaft up i to the otto of Death s Head
Hole is located.
Towards Boxhead Pot/Cracker via Tate Galleries
This route out involves a 20m ascent to the top of Lyle Cavern into the Tate Galleries. An in-situ rope usually demonstrates the route, but this is not
maintained, and you should have rigged your own as part of any exchange trip.
At the top, follow the passage (Helictite Rift) and after a short distance it is necessary to chimney/climb several metres up in the rift to continue.
Shortly after this a well decorated junction is reached.
Go LEFT at this junction into Avens Passage and follow the obvious route. This passes over a pile of blocks and via an aven to eventually pass an
easily missed hole in the floor amongst blocks (if you miss this you will end up at a dead end aven). This hole is the top of a long spiralling climb
down to the lower passages of Boxhead Pot. This has a chunky in-situ rope handline but rigging an SRT rope is recommended.
See the Boxhead Pot route description in reverse from this point for navigation back to the bottom of Boxhead Pot or Cracker (this navigation is a
little complex and the route takes 1-2 hours . A op of the Not fo the Fai t Hea ted des iptio is also useful.
Towards Boxhead Pot/Cracker via The Tube
At the bottom of the Lyle Cavern boulders, a climb up a chute leads towards The Tube, a wet and tight route which leads after only about 20-30
minutes to the very bottom of Boxhead Pot/Cracker. Once encountered, follo the ate upst ea all the a . The Not fo the Fai t Hea ted
description covers this route in more detail. This is a tight and technical route out, passable in low water conditions only.
Towards Notts II/Voldemort/Cupcake
This route out involves a 20m ascent to the top of Lyle Cavern into the Tate Galleries. An in-situ rope usually demonstrates the route, but this is not
maintained, and you should have rigged your own as part of any exchange trip.
At the top, follow the passage (Helictite Rift) and after a short distance it is necessary to chimney/climb several metres up in the rift to continue.
Shortly after this a well decorated junction is reached.
Go STRAIGHT ON at this junction to head towards the connection passages with Notts II; see the Notts II description in reverse for the route. Note
however, that the routefinding in this direction is significantly more complex and particularly if a pull-through has been performed to get to this
point (or you have crossed over with your exchange group who are now derigging behind you) it is essential to have learned the route, which is
best done on a leisurely and ropeless prior trip from the Notts II side.
In summary the route continues straight ahead into a series of tight, awkward thrutchy contortional, dug passages a d i to B u o K a ski s ‘isi g
Su p, hi h e e tuall e e ges at Cou t Lazlo St oga off s A e , he e the fi al ope f o Cup ake e te s. Co ti ui g o , the Notts II stream
passage is met and is followed downstream. At an obvious right bend in the stream, a passage enters on the left (easily missed when walking
downstream), and this marks the start of the route out via Notts II. Alternatively, for Voldemort Hole go upstream in the Notts II streamway;
Voldemort enters at Oliver Lloyd Aven at Inlet 7; further research is needed if planning this trip.
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